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GUIDE FOR APPLICANTS
for the selection of additional beneficiaries in the FI-CONTENT 2
Project (Future media Internet for large scale CONTENT
experimentation 2 project)

1. Introduction
The FI-CONTENT 2 project, funded by the Seventh Framework programme of the European
Community for research, technological development and demonstration activities contributing to the
creation of the European research area and to innovation (2007-2013), has reserved a portion of the
project budget for specific tasks to be carried out by new beneficiaries which will join the consortium
after start of the project. These later-joining beneficiaries are selected by means of a competitive call.
This Guide for applicants contains the basic information needed to guide you in preparing a proposal
to join the FI-CONTENT 2 project through the competitive call that it has launched. It gives
instructions on how to structure your proposal. It also describes how the proposal should be submitted,
and the criteria on which it will be evaluated.
Conditions of participation and funding are those of the Seventh Framework programme, as defined
principally in Regulation (EC) No 1906/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18
December 2006 laying down the rules for the participation of undertakings, research centres and
universities in actions under the Seventh Framework Programme and for the dissemination of research
results (2007-2013). This can be found at http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/
page/fp7_documentation in the document "EC Rules for participation".
Each proposer which is selected to join the consortium will be required to accede to the existing grant
agreement; a model example of which can also be found at the above website ("Standard model grant
agreement"). It will also be required to sign:
 The existing consortium agreement, which is an internal project document concerning the
relations between the FI-CONTENT 2 partners, and
 The existing collaboration agreement, which is an internal document concerning the relations
between all the participants in the ongoing (and future) projects of the Future Internet Public
Private Partnership (FI-PPP) initiative.
Both the Consortium Agreement and the Collaboration Agreement are available for interested
applicants, subject to a NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) that should be signed prior to receiving the
documents. Please send a simple Email request explaining very briefly your motivation to opencall@mediafi.org.
This Guide for applicants does not supersede the rules and conditions laid out, in particular, in
Council and Parliament Decisions relevant to the Seventh Framework Programme
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2. Funding of participation
Participation as a beneficiary in an FP7 project is on a cost-shared basis, the Commission making only
a partial contribution to the total cost of the work.
Only entities eligible under the rules of the Seventh Framework Programme may receive funding from
the EU commission. Subject to technical, financial and legal examination, the following entities are
eligible for receiving EU funding.
 Any legal entity established in a Member State or an FP7 Associated country1 (including the
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre), or created under Community law (e.g. a
European Economic Interest Grouping),
 Any international European interest organisation,
 Any legal entity established in an FP7 International Cooperation Partner Country (ICPC). A
complete list of these countries is given in annex 1 of the ICT Workprogramme2, but in
principle it includes the developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America, as well as
those European countries which are not already Member states or Associated countries.
Organisations from other countries may also participate in ICT projects, but normally without funding.
There are also a number of other conditions which exclude funding, specified in Articles 93 and 94 of
the Commission's Financial Regulation.
Fuller details of the Commission's funding arrangements can be found at http://ec.europa.eu/research/
participants/portal/page/fp7_documentation in the document "Guide to Financial Issues".

3. How to prepare and submit a proposal
3.1.

One stage submission

Proposals for selection as an additional beneficiary in an ICT project are submitted in a single stage, by
submitting a complete proposal application which is prepared as described in Annex 1 of this
document. It is expected that, as a general rule, a proposal will involve a single legal entity. However,
for particular reasons that would be explained and justified, a proposal may involve two legal entities.
Existing participants in the ICT project may not respond to this call.

3.2.

Proposal language

The proposal must be prepared in English. Proposals submitted in any other language will not be
evaluated.

3.3.

Submission of proposals

Proposals created according to the above instructions must be submitted electronically in PDF format
to the following address: cnect-ict@ec.europa.eu with the subject: “FI-CONTENT 2: Open Call for
additional beneficiaries”. Proposals arriving to the FI-CONTENT 2 Consortium by other means are
regarded as “not submitted”, and will not be evaluated.
1

The FP7 Associated countries are Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Faroe Islands, FYR Macedonia, Iceland,
Israel, Liechtenstein, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey.
2
Obtainable at http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/ page/fp7_documentation/
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If you discover an error in your proposal, and provided the call deadline has not passed, you may
submit a new version. Only the last version received before the call deadline will be considered in the
evaluation.
Proposals must be received by the closing time and date of the call (8th January 2014 at 17h00 Brussels
time). Late proposals, or proposals submitted to any other address or by any other means than email,
will not be evaluated.
Do not wait until the last minute to submit your proposal. Failure of your proposal to arrive in
time for any reason, including communications delays, is not acceptable as an extenuating
circumstance.

3.4.

Acknowledgement of receipt

You should request a delivery receipt for your email (For example, in Microsoft Outlook select this
under View/Options)
As soon as possible after the close of call, an Acknowledgment of receipt will be emailed to you by the
FI-CONTENT 2 project. The sending of an Acknowledgement of receipt does not imply that your
proposal has been accepted as eligible for evaluation.

4. Proposal evaluation and selection
The FI-CONTENT-2 project will examine and evaluate proposals in accordance to the objectives set
forward in the open call announcement documents available here: http://mediafi.org/open-call/
The FI-CONTENT 2 project will use the methodology, criteria and ranking procedure that was used by
the Commission for evaluating and selecting the FI-CONTENT-2 project. The evaluation will be
performed, using the form shown in Annex 2 of this document, with the assistance of at least two
experts who are independent of any member of the consortium and of any proposer. The experts will be
individuals from the fields of science, industry and/or with experience in the field of innovation and
also with the highest level of knowledge, and who are internationally recognised authorities in the
relevant specialist area.
Each independent expert will record his/her individual opinion of each proposal on the attached form.
They will then meet or communicate together to prepare a “consensus” form for each proposal.
Using the results given on the consensus form, the FI-CONTENT 2 project will normally select the set
of proposals, among those with the highest overall score, which can provide the best coverage of target
tasks while keeping resulting funding figures below the overall funding planned for the call. The
selection will be based on the evaluation performed on each proposal by the independent experts. Note,
however, that the FI-CONTENT 2 project is not obliged to select a proposal, even if it has high scores,
whenever it has objective grounds, for example commercial competition.
All proposers will receive from the FI-CONTENT 2 project the report of the consensus view of the
experts who examined their proposal.
Based on the results of the evaluation, the FI-CONTENT 2 Consortium will officially approve the
selection of the new beneficiaries and will submit it to the Commission. Upon approval by the
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Commission, the process for amending the Grant Agreement with the Commission, as well as signature
of the Consortium Agreement and the Collaboration Agreement3, will be started with the selected
proposers. Upon signature of these Agreements, new beneficiaries will become partners of the FICONTENT 2 project, like all other FI-CONTENT 2 beneficiaries, on an individual basis.

5. Support to proposers
5.1.

Call Helpdesk

For further information on the call, contact:
Name: Serge Travert, Technicolor
email: open-call@mediafi.org
tel:
+33 (0) 2 99 27 30 56

5.2.

National Contact Points

The ICT Theme supports a network of National Contact Points (NCPs), which can be helpful to
organisations from their country both in general advice and particularly on preparing proposals.
Organisations should contact the NCP of their own country for further information.
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/page/nationalcontactpoint.

5.3.

The Intellectual Property Rights Helpdesk

The IPR-Helpdesk has as its main objective to assist potential and current beneficiaries taking part in
Community funded projects on Intellectual Property Rights issues, and in particular on Community
diffusion and protection rules and issues relating to IPR in international projects.
http://www.ipr-helpdesk.org

3

The Collaboration Agreement is an agreement to be signed by all the participants in the ongoing (and future) projects of
the Future Internet Public Private Partnership (FI-PPP) Initiative that define the rights and obligations of the parties relating
to the organization of work, coordination, collaboration and management of the FI-PPP Program, concerning amongst other
things confidentiality and Access Rights relating to Foreground and Background provided and obtained in the different
projects within the above mentioned initiative.
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6. Annex 1 – Proposal format
Proposals must be submitted:
as a single file in PDF format
in the language stated in the call announcement: English
to the address given in the call announcement (request a delivery receipt): cnectict@ec.europa.eu
before the date and time given as the call deadline in the call announcement: 8th January 2014 at
17h00 (Brussels time)
with, as the subject line of your message, " FI-CONTENT 2: Open Call for additional
beneficiaries "

Front page
Full title of the existing project you wish to join: Future media Internet for large scale CONTENT
experimentation 2
Acronym of the existing project: FI-CONTENT 2
Grant agreement number of existing project: 603662
Type of instrument: Collaborative project (generic)
Date of preparation of your proposal
Version number (optional)

Your organisation name
Your organisation address
Name of the coordinating person
Coordinator telephone number
Coordinator email

Email address to which the Acknowledgement of Receipt should be sent:
(insert)

Proposal abstract
(maximum 2000 character summary of your proposed work)
Contents page
(Show contents list)
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Cost and funding breakdown
Please show your figures in euros (not thousands of euros)
RTD

Demonstration

Other

Management

Total

1. Personnel costs
2. Other direct costs
3. Total direct costs
(Sum of row 1 and 2)
4. Indirect costs
5. Total costs
(Sum of row 3 and 4)
6. Requested EC
contribution

In row 1, insert your personnel costs for the work involved, differentiating between:
RTD activities: activities directly aimed at creating new knowledge, new technology, and products including scientific
coordination.
Demonstration activities: activities designed to prove the viability of new technologies that offer a potential economic
advantage, but which cannot be commercialised directly (e.g. testing of product like prototypes).
Other activities: any specific activities not covered by the above mentioned types of activity such as training, coordination,
networking and dissemination (including publications). These activities should be specified later in the proposal.
Management activities include the maintenance of the consortium agreement, if it is obligatory, the overall legal, ethical,
financial and administrative management including for each of the participants obtaining the certificates on the financial
statements or on the methodology, the implementation of competitive calls by the consortium for the participation of new
participants and, any other management activities foreseen in the proposal except coordination of research and technological
development activities

In row 2, insert any other direct costs, for example equipment or travel costs.
In row 3, calculate the sum of your personnel and other direct costs
In row 4, insert your indirect (overhead) costs.
Indirect costs are all those eligible costs which cannot be identified by the participant as being directly attributed to the
project but which can be identified and justified by its accounting system as being incurred in direct relationship with the
eligible direct costs attributed to the project
You may use your actual overhead costs if this is possible within your organisation's accounting system. If not, you may use
a calculated figure of 20% of the sum in row 3. If you are a non-profit public body, a research organisation, a secondary or
higher education establishment or a small or medium enterprise, you may use a calculated figure of 60% of the sum in row
3.

In row 5, calculate the sum of your direct and indirect costs.
In row 6, insert your requested EC contribution
RTD activities: you may request up to 50%of the total cost figure. If you are a non-profit public body, a research
organisation, a secondary or higher education establishment or a small or medium enterprise, you may request up to 75%
funding.
Demonstration: you may request up to 50% funding
Other, Management: you may request up to 100% funding
Note: If you are successful in the evaluation, your final costs and funding estimates agreed with the ICT project will also be
subject to legal and financial verification by the Commission services
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Section 1: Scientific and/or technical quality, relevant to the topics addressed by the call
1.1

Concept and objectives
Describe in detail the S&T objectives of your proposed action. Show how they relate to the
topic(s) addressed by the competitive call. These objectives should be those achievable within
your proposed action, not through subsequent development. They should be stated in a
measurable and verifiable form.

1.2

S/T methodology and associated work plan
A detailed work plan should be presented, broken down into work packages4 (WPs) which
should follow the logical phases of the implementation of your work, and include management
and assessment of progress and results.
Please present your plans as follows:
i)
Describe the overall strategy of the work plan
ii)
Show the timing of the different WPs and their components (Gantt chart or similar).
iii)
Provide a detailed work description broken down into work packages:
 Work package list (please use table 1.2a);
 Description of each work package (please use table 1.2b)
 Deliverables list (please use table 1.2c);
iv)
Provide a graphical presentation of the components showing their interdependencies
(Pert diagram or similar)
v)
Describe any significant risks, and associated contingency plans

Note: The number of work packages used must be appropriate to the complexity of the work, a small
action with very specific goals could consist of one work package only. The planning should be
sufficiently detailed to justify the proposed effort and allow progress monitoring by the FI-CONTENT
2 project coordinator.

4

A work package is a major sub-division of the proposed work with a verifiable end-point - normally a deliverable or a
milestone in the overall action.
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Table 1.2a: Template - Work package list
Work package list

Work
package
No5

Work package title

Type of
activity6

Personmonths7

Start
month8

End

8

month

TOTAL

5

6

7
8

Workpackage number: WP 1 – WP n.
Please indicate one activity per work package:
RTD = Research and technological development; DEM = Demonstration; MGT = Management of the consortium;
OTHER = Other specific activities if applicable in this call, including any activities to prepare for the
dissemination and/or exploitation of project results and coordination activities.
The total number of person-months allocated to each work package.
Measured in months from your action start date (month 1).
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Table 1.2b: Template - Work package description
Work package description
Work package
number
Work package title
Activity type9

Start date or starting
event:

Objectives

Description of work (possibly broken down into tasks)

Deliverables (brief description) and month of delivery

Total effort (person months) -

9

Please indicate one activity per work package:
RTD = Research and technological development; DEM = Demonstration; MGT = Management of the consortium; OTHER
= Other specific activities, if applicable in this call, including any activities to prepare for the dissemination and/or
exploitation of project results, and coordination activities.
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Table 1.2c: Template - Deliverables List
List of Deliverables
Del. no.

Deliverable name

WP no.

Nature11

10

Dissemination
level
12

Delivery
date13
(proj.
month)

10

Deliverable numbers in order of delivery dates. Please use the numbering convention <WP number>.<number of
deliverable within that WP>. For example, deliverable 4.2 would be the second deliverable from work package 4.
11
Please indicate the nature of the deliverable using one of the following codes:
R = Report, P = Prototype, D = Demonstrator, O = Other
12
Please indicate the dissemination level using one of the following codes:
PU = Public
PP = Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission Services).
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission Services).
CO = Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission Services).
13

Measured in months from your action start date (month 1).
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Section 2.

Implementation

2.2

Participant
Provide a brief description of your organisation, and your previous experience relevant to the
tasks you will undertake in this action. Provide also a short profile of the main individuals who
will be undertaking the work.

2.4

Resources to be committed
Describe how the totality of the necessary resources will be mobilised, including any resources
that will complement the EC contribution. Show how the resources will be integrated in a
coherent way, and show how your overall financial plan for the action is adequate.
Please identify any major non-personnel direct costs and explain why they are necessary for the
activity you propose.

Section 3.

Impact

3.1

Expected impact
Describe how your activity will contribute towards the expected impact of the FI-CONTENT 2
project. Mention the steps that will be needed to bring about these impacts. Mention any
assumptions and external factors that may determine whether the impacts will be achieved.

3.2

Dissemination and/or exploitation of results, and management of intellectual property
Describe the measures you propose for the dissemination and/or exploitation of the results of
your action, first within the FI-CONTENT 2 project and then show how your contribution will
increase the impact of the project as a whole.
If appropriate, describe your plans for the management of knowledge (intellectual property)
acquired in the course of the action.

Section 4.
Ethical Issues
Describe any ethical issues that may arise in the action.
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7. Annex 2 – Evaluation form
Individual evaluation/Consensus
Proposal No. :

Acronym :

1. Scientific and/or technological excellence (relevant to the topics addressed by the
call)
Note: when a proposal only partially addresses the topics, this condition will be reflected in the scoring of
this criterion

2. Quality and efficiency of the implementation and the management

Score:
(Threshold 3/5;
Weight 1)

Score:
(Threshold 3/5;
Weight 1)

For the purposes of
any subsequent
negotiation, an
above-threshold
score for this
criterion is regarded
as an indication that
the proposer(s) has
the operational
capacity to carry out
the work

0 The proposal fails to address the criterion under examination or cannot be judged due to missing or incomplete information; 1 Poor
The criterion is addressed in an inadequate manner, or there are serious inherent weaknesses; 2 Fair While the proposal broadly
addresses the criterion, there are significant weaknesses; 3 Good The proposal addresses the criterion well, although improvements
would be necessary; 4 Very good The proposal addresses the criterion very well, although certain improvements are still possible; 5
Excellent The proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of the criterion in question. Any shortcomings are minor.

3. Potential impact through the development, dissemination and use of project
results

Score:
(Threshold 3/5;
Weight 1)

Remarks

Overall score:
(Threshold
10/15)

Does this proposal contain ethical issues that may need further attention ?

NO 

YES 

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge, I have no direct or indirect conflict of interest in the
evaluation of this proposal

Name
Signature
Date

Name
Signature
Date

0 The proposal fails to address the criterion under examination or cannot be judged due to missing or incomplete information; 1 Poor
The criterion is addressed in an inadequate manner, or there are serious inherent weaknesses; 2 Fair While the proposal broadly
addresses the criterion, there are significant weaknesses; 3 Good The proposal addresses the criterion well, although improvements
would be necessary; 4 Very good The proposal addresses the criterion very well, although certain improvements are still possible; 5
Excellent The proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of the criterion in question. Any shortcomings are minor.

